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Executive Summary

In July of 2016, Transparency International Hungary carried out a comprehensive 
survey on the corruption perceptions of young people, as well as the links 
between media consumption habits and attitudes toward corruption. The 
quantitative part of the survey was conducted by the Publicus Institute, while the 
focus group analysis was carried out by associates of the Corvinus University of 
Budapest’s (BCE) Institute of Behavioral Sciences and Communication Theory.

The study had two objectives: to measure the corruption perceptions of 
Hungarians between the ages of 18–29 (and compare the data to previous 
surveys), and to analyze media consumption habits with relation to corruption 
attitudes. The study also extended to the relationship between individual media 
consumption habit systems and sensitivity to news about corruption. The study, 
which is based on a combination of the questionnaire and focus group methods, 
provides results that are representative across the country for the age group in 
question.

Respondents had a significantly stronger perception of corruption on the national 
level and in domestic politics than in their own immediate environment: a 
respective 80% and 77% said that corruption in the former areas is either entirely 
or strongly present, while with respect to their direct environment, the figure was 
only 22%. The primary reason for this, according to the study, is the distinction in 
their thinking between large-scale, systemic or grand corruption actions, and 
everyday or petty corruption cases, which usually trade in small favors in 
exchange for benefits. While people strongly condemn the former, they do not 
even necessarily regard the latter as corruption, believing that the natural desire 
for achieving their goals legitimizes these actions.
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More than half of the respondents has encountered corruption in their own lives 
(primarily in health care and regarding police work), and 84% of those queried 
believe it should be accepted that this is often presented as a natural part of life. 
However, young people also believe that it is hard to achieve success in Hungary 
without corruption. Some 63% of respondents do not agree with the statement 
that honest people have the same chance of succeeding in life as those that lack 
honesty. According to two-thirds (71%) of people aged 18–29, those that are 
corrupt have a higher chance of achieving success than those that do not abuse 
the law. Although this figure is slightly lower than in 2012,1 still too many young 
people believe that corruption is an organic part of reality in Hungary.

Most young people (more than half) believe it is the responsibility of the media to 
call voters’ attention to instances of corruption, while in comparison, only a 
quarter of them thinks this is the task of the European Union, and a respective 
17% and 14% said opposition parties and non-governmental organizations are 
responsible. From the corruption scandals listed in the questionnaire – for 
example, the stadium construction projects, affairs relating to the foundations of 
the National Bank of Hungary, studies carried out by Századvég for HUF 4 billion 
– survey participants mostly identified the real estate affairs of politicians, tenders 
won by family members and government-affiliated cronies, and abuses concerning 
EU tenders as being corruption.

Young people have similar considerations as other generations when weighing 
whether to report cases of corruption or not: 66% of respondents said they would 
report corruption if they encountered it. This shows a clear improvement from the 
2012 survey, indicating that a conscious attitude toward corruption is increasing 
among young people. Four years ago, only one-quarter of respondents would 
have reported abuses, although the majority believed that there would be no 
consequence of the report or they feared retaliation. Today as well, 40% of those 
who would not report corruption believe that their actions would be in vain, while 
32% said they feared they would face retaliation if they took an active stance. The 
majority opinion shows that young people do not believe it is worth reporting 
everyday corruption cases, while in the case of grand corruption they feel they 
are helpless due to a lack of foreseeable consequences. 

1 https://transparency.hu/wp-content/uploads/2016/04/Youth-Integrity-Survey-Hungary.
pdf

https://transparency.hu/wp-content/uploads/2016/04/Fiatalok-%25C3%25A9s-a-korrupci%25C3%25B3-Magyarorsz%25C3%25A1gon.pdf
https://transparency.hu/wp-content/uploads/2016/04/Youth-Integrity-Survey-Hungary.pdf
https://transparency.hu/wp-content/uploads/2016/04/Youth-Integrity-Survey-Hungary.pdf
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Two-thirds of the 18–29 population considers online news portals their primary 
source of information when they want news on politics or public affairs. Television, 
with its 42% rate of mentions, came in only second, while Facebook and other 
social media platforms (e.g. Twitter) garnered only an 18% share. The 12% figure 
for radio was higher only than the 10% share received by printed media. Among 
the age group surveyed, 40% of people do not read a single printed media 
product. Attention is increasingly shifting away from television screens to 
computer and – progressively more prevalent– mobile phone screens. With 
regard to getting news, the 18–29 age group is less sensitive to detailed 
background knowledge and instead is looking for quick and fresh information – 
which is, obviously, more attainable online.

Although members of the age group in question have quite thorough theoretical 
knowledge about corruption, their opinions on the extent to which corruption 
contaminates individual areas vary significantly. Young people regard 
representatives of politics and the judicial branch to be the groups most exposed 
to corruption, while they view professions that are affected mostly by petty 
corruption (trade repair people, nurses, inspectors or examiners) to be much less 
susceptible to bribes. It is likely that news reaching them through the filter of the 
media have a stronger effect on this age group than their less pronounced, 
everyday own experiences: the “many small” cases are less visible than the “few 
big ones.” 

As to their confidence toward the different types of media, young people trust 
international news channels, online news portals and national news magazines 
the most, even though it is only the second type that they follow in significant 
proportions. They are especially distrustful toward news published on Facebook, 
and the motivation of their consumption is ambivalent as well: 6% of the time they 
only read these kinds of news for the headline or the lead, while 12% read it 
because they are more interested in the comment section than in the actual 
article. Entertainment and obtaining information also interweave in general; 
specific “news scouts” are rare in this generation, as they usually consume 
political content “packaged” alongside entertainment-oriented content. The other 
reason behind this phenomenon – besides editorial practices leaning toward 
“infotainment” –, is that young people get easily oversaturated by news about 
domestic politics, including corruption, frequently staying away from this kind of 
news for days or even weeks afterwards.
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The role of the media in reporting about corruption is ambivalent for numerous 
reasons. The focus group study showed that many journalists and editors could 
be accused of being biased, which respondents attributed to these people fearing 
losing their jobs. On the other hand, although they expect the media to strengthen 
its investigative activities, they measure the credibility of the content based on 
whether or not the wording in the given news fits their own worldview – “like takes 
pleasure in like.” Thirdly, the corruption cases showcased by the media, including 
their size and magnitude, are hard to process for average citizens, as it is difficult 
for them to comprehend the hundred millions or billions of forints in abuses 
perpetrated through systemic corruption (such as funds stolen through EU 
tenders). Frequent news about corruption only creates disinterest rather than 
making people more receptive to the problem. Members of the focus groups 
repeatedly mentioned that so many abuses have been reported already that they 
cannot even keep up with whole stole and how much, therefore they do not even 
try to follow corruption news closely anymore.

In the opinion of young people, the main function of “new media” (internet, mobile 
communications, and other digital communication technologies) in the fight 
against corruption is keeping the issue on the agenda, raising awareness and the 
sharing of experiences. In addition, it can also be used to publish evidence of 
corruption confidentially, although they would do this only very cautiously, for fear 
of facing negative repercussions of their actions.

Only two of the 31 people participating in the focus group discussions said that 
they follow the work published on investigative websites, or visit forums, Facebook 
pages or groups that cover corruption. The complex study showed that it is mostly 
those young people – mainly college-educated, urban, working actively or 
alongside their studies – that are sensitive to corruption-related issues who use 
the internet more than two hours a day; however, they are also the ones most 
likely to experience over-consumption of news and the consequent burnout. 
These citizens watch the least television and are the most critical about corruption 
news they see on the TV.

Young people in Hungary consider online news portals to be the least politically 
biased in the Hungarian media. The situation is quite mixed regarding corruption 
news published in social media: around 50% use this platform as their primary 
information source on news about corruption, while the other half considers this 
channel to be the least reliable when getting information about corruption. Young 
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people aged 18–29 also have little trust in public service television and radio 
channels, and they encounter less corruption-related news on these broadcasts 
than they do on online news sites.

Those who use the internet more intensely are most inclined to report corruption 
cases, although interestingly, they expect to see as little actual consequence of 
their reports as those who use the internet less. Among those who say they 
would be ready to report corruption cases, frequent internet users are the least 
concerned about facing possible retaliation.

The study also showed that the numerous new media and technical tools 
(encrypted file sharing system, anticorruption themed groups, investigative 
websites, etc.) can only be successful in raising the awareness of citizens and 
increasing their activity in public affairs if it becomes personal. This can most 
efficiently be achieved, in addition to providing news, through gamification, the 
development of applications and the building of anonymous communities.

July 30, 2016
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Theoretical Considerations and Previous 
Research History

Corruption – i.e. the abuse of entrusted power for private gain – is present in 
every society, but its extent varies according to the different historical, cultural 
and economic development paths followed. According to the fraud triangle of 
Donald Cressey (1973), individual motivations, an accepting social environment 
and narrative, as well as imperfections of institutional systems, together lead to 
corrupt behavior, and thus a corrupt state of public affairs. Individuals either have 
personal empirical experiences with corruption, or learn about it in an indirect 
(mediatized) form. Within the latter method, the public learns about corruption-
related news either through the publicity of the individual’s direct environment or 
discussions in the wider public, or through news and opinion pieces published in 
the media.

Based on the Corruption Perceptions Index (CPI), the state of corruption in 
Hungary has continuously worsened over the past decade compared to the EU 
and the closer region. This fits with other approximate values that measure the 
level of corruption (“proxies”), such as the World Bank’s control of corruption 
indicator. According to the latest CPI for 2015, Hungary is in 22nd–24th place 
among the EU’s 28 countries in the ranking of exposure to corruption. Hungary is 
ahead of only Bulgaria, Romania, Greece and Italy in the ranking, while it has the 
same score as Slovakia and Croatia. However, it should be noted that it is not the 
score but rather the ranking that has become worse over the past decade, 
meaning that many of the region’s countries have jumped ahead of Hungary, 
which fell three positions in one year.2 In the age of information and the network 
society, the media have a strong role in how the public perceives the phenomenon 
of corruption.

2 http://www.transparency.org/cpi2015

http://www.transparency.org/cpi2015
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The primary focus of this study is what young people in Hungary between the 
ages of 18 and 29 consider to be corruption, the sources they use to gain 
information about cases of corruption, and how sensitive they are to these topics. 
In addition to measuring the above, our goal was also to uncover the relationship 
between individual media consumption habit systems and sensitivity to news 
about corruption. Our presupposition was that even though the cases of corruption 
presented in the media are just the tip of the iceberg (Szántó et al., 2012: 39.), 
thinking related to corruption is significantly influenced by the channels and 
methods of the topic’s representation in the media.

An important antecedent to the current study is Transparency International’s 2012 
study on the corruption attitudes of young people (Burai et. al., 2012), which found 
that for 80% of young people between the ages of 15 and 29, honesty is an 
important value, but one that does not really pay. The same study also revealed 
the experiences and opinions of young people with regard to corruption, and 
found that the overwhelming majority of them have already “encountered” the 
phenomenon of corruption through the media, but not in their own lives. According 
to the findings of another TI study, published in 2013 and dealing with corruption 
in higher education (Hortobágyi et al., 2013), only around 20% of this age group 
is interested in news about corruption.

State capture and systemic corruption (Burai–Hack, 2012) raise significant 
questions with regard to the civic consciousness of the younger generation that 
is growing up in a strongly mediatized and networked society. In order to 
strengthen interest in public affairs and civic consciousness, an answer needs to 
be found to how the media can best be used in today’s heavily mediatized 
environment to inform and make consumers more sensitive to corruption.
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Methodology

The study was carried out in July 2016, using both quantitative and qualitative 
research methods.

In the first research phase, the Publicus Institute carried out a survey-based data 
collection of 500 people via telephone. The results of this survey are representative 
of the 18–29 population of Hungary with regard to gender, education, region and 
the type of settlement where they reside. The sampling error in the full sample 
was +/-4.4 percentage points.

In addition to sociodemographic parameters, the survey included three larger 
thematic blocks. First were questions regarding the perception of corruption. We 
examined the extent to which young people feel various areas to be corrupt in 
general, such as the international scene, Hungary as a whole, and various social 
institutions in Hungary (politics, health care, law enforcement, etc.). We also 
asked about the institutional arenas where they have “encountered” corruption in 
person, and their general opinions on the phenomenon. In the second block of 
questions, we looked at the assessment of specific current cases to see whether 
respondents considered these to be corruption or not. In this segment, the 
questionnaire also asked whose task it is to fight corruption and whether the 
respondent would report cases of corruption they experience personally to the 
relevant authorities. The third block of questions focused on the sources where 
young people consume domestic and political news, and how much time members 
of the age group in question spend consuming media daily, and monthly by media 
type.

In the second phase of the research, a professor (Tamás Bokor, one of the lead 
researchers of this study) and four PhD students (Márton Rétvári, Aliz Tóth, 
Tamás Tóth and Zoltán Veczán) of the Doctoral School of Social Communications, 
which operates besides the Corvinus University of Budapest’s Institute of 
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Behavioral Sciences and Communication Theory, carried out five focus group 
studies of 1.5 hours each, in order to discover the underlying narratives behind 
the results of the quantitative study. The groups were mixed in terms of gender, 
education and age, with two focus groups held in Budapest, one each in 
Gyöngyös, Kecskemét and Székesfehérvár, with the total participation of 31 
people. The members of the groups were all residents of the given region, and 
Hungarian citizens between the ages of 18 and 29. The focus groups are not 
representative, but they can be used as a reliable tool in discovering personal 
attitudes and narratives.3

In the first part of the focus group discussions, following a warm-up round of word 
association, the topic was the personal definition of corruption, followed by the 
mapping out of individual media consumption habits and motivations, a moderated 
discussion on sensitivity toward corruption-related news, followed by a cool-
down round of reflection. In the course of the focus groups, participants also had 
to carry out two individual tasks: in the first, we sought to discover their trust 
attitudes toward the various types of media and opinions on the corruption 
sensitivity of media types, while in the other we asked participants’ opinions on 
the exposure of various professions to corruption.

By compiling the two complementary research methods (survey and focus group), 
we can not only gain numerical data on the given age group’s definition of 
corruption, media consumption habits and the possible links between the two, 
but discovering the underlying explanatory principles also becomes possible.

3 Participants were anonymized during the data processing. The quotes attributed to them 
in this study are paraphrased and edited for language but without names, with at most 
only an indication of the location of the group.
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The Arenas of Perceiving Corruption

According to young people aged 18–29, corruption is less present in their 
immediate environment than in areas that are “farther away,” i.e. educational 
institutions, health care, domestic business and political life, and nationally in 
general, or even worldwide (Figure 1). Among those listed above, they believe the 
“country” and “domestic politics” to be most contaminated: a significant proportion, 
80% and 77% respectively, said that corruption is either entirely or strongly 
present in these areas. Thus, four-fifths of young people in Hungary believe 
Hungarian politics to be corrupt. However, only a quarter of respondents believe 
their immediate environment to be rife with corruption. 

Figure 1: The arenas of corruption perception among young people in Hungary
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The perception of corruption is related to education and place of residency. Of 
respondents with higher education diplomas, 96% perceive the country to be 
corrupt, while the figure for those that have no more than an elementary school 
education is “only” 58%. In the Central Hungary region, 91% believe corruption to 
be present in the country, while the proportion is 80% in Western Hungary and 
77% in the east of the country. Similar tendencies can be observed in the 
assessment of the level of perceived corruption in political and business life.

Those with no more than an elementary school education were the most 
determined (38%) in saying that their immediate environment is corrupt, as 
opposed to the 25% figure for those with university diplomas. Interestingly 
however, it was also those with no more than an 8th-grade education who said in 
the lowest proportion (33%) that they have encountered corruption in their 
everyday lives, while the same figure for those with diplomas was 69%. The 
emphasis here is not on perceptions, but on the quantitative comparison of actual 
experiences: those with high education degrees likely encounter more situations 
where corruption can occur, and thus they can experience corruption in more 
arenas and situations within their more complex social networks.

Corruption in the health care system is perceived mainly by young people in the 
capital: among those that have firsthand experience with corruption, 38% 
mentioned the area of health care, followed by law enforcement with 29%. Of all 
respondents, 48% said that the health care system in general is corrupt (regardless 
of whether they have experienced corruption there firsthand or not), while the 
proportion among Budapest residents was 69%.
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Figure 2: Encounters with everyday corruption
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Figure 3: The arenas of encounters with corruption
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Opinions on Corruption

“We should not accept that corruption is presented to us as a natural part of 
politics” – 84% of young people agree either fully or mostly with this statement. In 
comparison, only 76% of the entire adult population agrees with this statement, 
according to a Publicus Institute study conducted in March 2016. At the same 
time, the younger generation feels slightly less saturated with corruption news, as 
– opposed to 69% of the adult population agreeing – only 63% of them feel that 
“there are too many corruption scandals, I cannot keep up with them.” This 
phenomenon may be explained by the fact that young people, especially students, 
have more free time to follow the news, and that in general they consume several 
different types of media simultaneously (internet, television, less frequently 
printed media), learning about the same news from various sources. As a result, 
it is not really the number of topics but the quantity of news covering them that 
they deem to be too much.

In what is perhaps proof of their idealism, only 46% of those aged 18–29 agreed 
with the statement that “every politician is corrupt,” while in an indication of their 
pessimism and/or realism. 71% of the young people queried said that people who 
are ready to break the law and be corrupt have a better chance of being successful 
in life than those who are unwilling to do so. Only 34% of young people believe it 
is true that “Honest, sincere people have the same chance to be successful in life 
as those who lack honesty.” These indicate overall that the overwhelming majority 
of Hungarian young people believe it is impossible to achieve success today in 
Hungary merely with honest work. Interestingly, the youngest generation – those 
that are still students – have the most confidence in being able to succeed 
honestly, more than those who are slightly older than they are.
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Figure 4: Opinions about corruption
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Figure 5: View of whether specific cases count as corruption or not
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We have already mentioned above the role of the media and its significance in 
reporting about corruption. One of the questions in the survey where respondents 
could give more than one answer asked directly whose role it is to call the 
attention of voters to cases of corruption. According to this, the media came out 
far on top among the ten options given; in fact, the 53% rate of mentions is well 
above the 44% figure measured four months earlier among the entire adult 
population. In other words, younger respondents assign a much bigger role and 
more definite task to the media (in which they undoubtedly include the full media 
spectrum, from printed to online media) than older generations – this is especially 
true for respondents from Central Hungary who are active in the workforce and 
have a diploma. They also believe the role of the European Union to be significant 
at twice the rate as other age groups, while also mentioning international 
institutions in a slightly bigger proportion (8%) than the entire population (5%). In 
third and fourth place are opposition parties and non-governmental organizations 
(a respective 17% and 14%). The meaning of a shared role (it is everyone’s role, 
people should pay attention to it, etc.) is likely too difficult to grasp, thus 
respondents were wary of choosing these answers. The media – this faceless, 
difficult to grasp “watchdog” that nevertheless surrounds everyone – plays an 
important role primarily in presenting large-scale acts of corruption: in the focus 
groups, mainly those people referred to the news value of “big cases” who read 
the printed press and who get their news online. They also noted that they do not 
deem the presentation of everyday petty acts of corruption to be of news value. 
In this question, “small” and “big” cases were visibly separated. 
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Figure 6: The role of various public institutions in corruption consciousness
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A welcome increase can be seen among the studied age group in terms of their 
willingness to report cases of corruption. While in 2012, only a quarter of 
respondents said they would file a report if they experienced corruption, according 
to the current study, 66% of young people said they would make a report if they 
saw corruption somewhere (compared to one-quarter who said they would not 
make a report and 10% who were uncertain). The 24% who answered ‘no’ would 
be reluctant to make a report mainly due to the perceived absence of any 
consequences and fears for their personal livelihood. 

Figure 7: Willingness to report cases of corruption 
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Figure 8: What is the reason you would not report corruption?

The explanation is complex: the increasing number of corruption cases hit the 
interest threshold of recipients more strongly and motivate them to take action; 
young people are less afraid of direct retaliations at the workplace or have less of 
a sense that this is possible; and successful international examples (e.g. 
WikiLeaks scandal) prove that leaking can have a direct effect on public life. (It 
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Sources of Information

As we have seen, the perception of corruption comes from two main sources: 
personal and mediatized experiences. With regard to the latter, the key question 
is from specifically which sources, what types of media, and along which 
narratives citizens get their information about news regarding politics and public 
life.

In the current age of information and network society – where smartphones have 
a more than 50% share on the mobile phone market in Hungary today and 70% 
of households have an internet connection –, it is not surprising that two-thirds of 
the 18–29 population considers online news portals their primary source of 
information when looking for news about politics and public affairs. Television, 
the “queen of the living room,” came in only second with a 42% rate of mentions. 
At the same time, it is interesting that Facebook and other social media platforms 
(e.g. Twitter) received only an 18% share of mentions. The 12% figure for radio 
was underperformed only by the print media’s 10%, while only one out of 50 
respondents said their main source of information is their friends. The dominance 
of online news portals is particularly high among people with diplomas, while the 
proportion of newspaper readers is also the highest in this group.
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Figure 9: Sources of information about corruption scandals

While both genders use social media in roughly the same proportion (17–18%) to 
get information about public life, a significant difference of 14 points can be 
observed among women and inactives in terms of using television more as a 
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(63% do so at least one hour a day, 12% more than 4 hours), the number of those 
that do not use the internet at all is also the highest: one out of ten respondents 
of inactive status do not go online at all.

Figure 10: Time spent online per day
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Figure 11: Time spent watching television per day
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Corruption Definitions in the Thinking  
of Young People

The studied age group has a relatively well-defined knowledge of corruption – 
this was the conclusion drawn from the part of the focus group studies where, 
following the development of individual definitions, participants had to establish a 
common work definition for corruption.  Individually everyone handled the task 
well, i.e. they had some basic notion of the phenomenon, and during the work 
process, all five groups discussed the theme of putting individual (private) or 
group interests first, the abuse of power, as well as damages suffered by the 
“public.” Participants in every group agreed that corruption is present not only in 
high politics, but in other areas of life as well – the most frequent areas mentioned 
spontaneously were health care and the police, the same areas that had the 
highest level of perceived corruption in the survey study. In three groups, one 
viewpoint that was included with strong emphasis in the work definition of 
corruption was that the goal of corruption can not only be direct financial gain but 
the securing of advantages in terms of status and power.

These narratives point to a more or less well-developed community knowledge, 
although in none of the groups did participants manage to dig deeper into what 
exactly “damage to the public good” means. The abstract notion of the public 
good did not come up; in fact, there was serious debate in the Western Hungary 
group about whether we can even talk about corruption if both parties individually 
benefit from a corrupt transaction (e.g. failure to provide an invoice).

“If the cable guy works off the books outside of his work hours, then I benefit 
because I get the service cheaper and he wins as well, because he can use the 
money to send his kids to summer camp,” went a characteristic argument 
(paraphrased).
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This group only realized with the help of the moderator that with this kind of tax 
fraud, it is the entirety of the taxpaying community that suffers a loss, i.e. corruption 
takes place. A similar debate came up in one of the groups in Eastern Hungary 
with relation to bribes given to traffic police and gratitude money paid to nurses: 
if both sides benefit, then there is no abuse of power, thus this does not count as 
an act of corruption, group members said. In one group, it was also mentioned 
that the type of corruption they called “real” could be seen in the cases that are 
reported by the media, while the everyday petty cases are instead more mutually 
beneficial.

Regarding focus groups discussions about acceptance and resignation, petty, 
everyday corruption aimed at securing “operative” advantages was treated 
differently from large-scale, organized corruption that has the express goal of 
securing financial advantages or advantage in status.

About the former, one participant in Budapest said: “It is part of our lives to the 
smallest detail, we can say it is a tool of survival, because if we don’t get in line 
then that is our fault.”

Accordingly, the short definition of comedian Géza Hofi came up in three groups: 
“It is corruption when you are left out of it.” The following dilemma, described by 
a member of one of the groups in Eastern Hungary, also points to the difference 
between the two kinds of corruption:

“Is this corruption? I pay HUF 10,000 and the state uses the money to build 
stadiums, or I give him (e.g. the police officer – ed.) HUF 5,000, which he uses 
to go home and buy his daughter something. I am better off, and he wins as 
well.”

The debate ended when another participant brought up the viewpoint of damage 
to society, which occurs even when bribes are accepted, not only when tax 
revenues are spent inappropriately by the state.
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However, this level of abstraction is not generally visible in the thinking of 
participants. This may explain why young people in the survey said the level of 
corruption in their own environment is lower, as compared to how generally 
contaminated by corruption they feel certain social institutions to be: “from inside,” 
it may seem that petty, everyday corruption is merely a practical tool that aids 
success and advancement, and not an offense or a crime.

Another consideration also supports this tellingly. “If we give money to a nurse it 
is not certain that we are taking money and attention away from another patient, 
since it is possible that the nurse will spend more time with the benefiting patient 
at the expense of his or her own spare time.”

Therefore, “gratitude money,” even if it paid upfront, can be legitimized. This 
finding provides another explanation as to why participants do not perceive every 
act of corruption as corruption in health care: if I give money myself, it is out of 
gratitude. If someone else does it, then they expect unwarranted benefits in 
exchange. Let us also not forget that we hear less in the media about specific 
acts of corruption in health care than about the similar affairs of politicians, thus 
the representation of reality shifts toward “big” cases.
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View of Various Jobs from  
the Perspective of Corruption

The participants of the focus groups individually ranked a set of 16 jobs based on 
their exposure to corruption. According to the aggregated results, they believe 
politicians (and especially those on the national level) to be the most at risk by far 
(and this cannot be separated from the fact that they believe it is people in these 
jobs that take advantage the most of the opportunities provided by corruption). 
They are followed by representatives of the justice system, and then the jobs in 
the arenas that are deemed to be in the most contaminated arenas (doctors, 
police). Members of the media are followed by representatives of everyday 
occupations, where petty corruption aimed at gaining operative advantages can 
be easily carried out (inspectors, examiners, repair people, etc.). When giving 
explanations, there were two types of reasons regarding why these people were 
at the end of the list. According to one, more frequent narrative, some of the 
participants could not even think of how for example trade repair people or an 
official vehicle inspector could be corrupt. This may stem from inexperience, or 
from the fact that participants do not consider these types of corrupt actions to be 
real corruption. According to the other narrative, “since they only pocket small 
sums, they are only minimally corrupt compared to politicians” (e.g. the opinion of 
one participant in the Western Hungary group). Here, the extent of exposure and 
the consideration of corruption magnitude are confused: the “many small” cases 
are less conspicuous than the “few big ones.”
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Figure 12: Views on the exposure of various occupations to corruption

The ranking changes in interesting ways if we base it on the standard deviation, 
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occupations. The difference in standard deviation was the smallest for local 
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most divisive. (For example, some people ranked editors and journalists as the 
most corrupt while others ranked them last.) Although this task, given to the total 
combined 31 participants in the groups, does not provide a representative result, 
the interactions between the members confirm the numerical data: while most 
people associated clearly negative attributes (lying, cronies, prevarication, 
corruption, deception) to those in political positions, there were debates in three 
groups about judges, along the lines of “upholder and applicant of the letter of the 
law” vs. “state employee that can be paid off,” and the same occurred for nurses 
as well. In case of the latter, personal experiences also influenced opinions 
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health care system were more likely to not view nurses as being corrupt, while 
more on a level of principle, the majority listed gratuity money as an act of 
corruption as well.

Overall, the younger generation’s set of knowledge and concepts with regard to 
corruption was mostly established, at the same time there is a distinct separation 
in their thinking between systemic corruption in politics and public life, and the 
everyday version where favors are exchanged. They have less personal 
experience with the former, perceiving it mostly through the media, but they are 
clearly more disapproving of it. The level of personal involvement significantly 
influences the view toward petty acts: acceptance, in the interest of “survival,” 
and the need for getting ahead, as explanatory narratives, are more distinct. 
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Patterns of Media Consumption

The discussion on media consumption habits confirmed the findings of the 
survey: young people aged 18–29 get informed about politics and public affairs 
mostly from online sources. These two categories (which could be fine-tuned and 
more or less separated from each other) overlap for this age group, and there 
were no comments or proposals made in either group for separating them.

The consumption of printed media is limited to mandatory media monitoring at 
the workplace (e.g. for someone who works at an agency), leafing through papers 
distributed freely at traffic hubs, studying women’s and popular science 
magazines, and for some people, reading specific trade (media, medical, etc.) 
publications. 

Radio listening mostly means just the radio being on in the background, and for 
the age group in question this generally means listening to music – the genre of 
talk radio is of little interest to this age group. They usually listen to the radio while 
driving or being online, via stream radio or podcasts turned on in the background 
(however, the latter counts as online activity in terms of methodology, not radio 
listening).

For most of them (based on spontaneous mentions), watching television means 
following TV series and sports broadcasts. One participant mentioned avoiding 
the news broadcasts of the big commercial channels on purpose, while the 
following was said in the Kecskemét group:

“I usually watch the news when I’m at my relatives’ house, for the reason that TV 
is still the most influential medium and therefore it is instructive to see what is on 
TV.”
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This kind of media awareness was a reflection on TV being the main source of 
information and orientation of the older generations. The other characteristic 
portion of TV watchers consume only news programs, in a targeted fashion, in a 
pre-planned manner and time slot, but it is generally true – with relation to printed 
magazines and weeklies as well – that in terms of getting information on public 
affairs, the 18–29 age group is less sensitive to detailed background knowledge 
and instead is looking for quick and fresh information – which, obviously, it gets 
easiest online.

The results were also mixed with regard to which types of media they consider 
the most trustworthy, and which in their view publish a lot of news about corruption. 
We measured these two parameters on an Osgood semantic differential scale 
(Osgood, 1964), whereby respondents assigned points on a scale of one to seven 
to the ten types of media listed. (Naturally, during the focus group the emphasis 
was not on the measurement itself, but on the explanation for the scores and 
observing the surrounding discussion.) As much as the younger generation use 
their Facebook timelines for entertainment and following the news, they consider 
the news, events and information they see there to be quite untrustworthy: this 
media type received not much more than 2.5 points an average on the 7-point 
scale, while online news portals, which represented a separate type, scored two 
full points higher on average. (This is despite the fact that the news on the 
Facebook timeline consist of a mixture of friends’ private posts and content 
published by news portals, so from this aspect, Facebook was an oddity in the 
ranking.) The only media type to score higher than news portals was foreign 
news sources, with an average score of 4.81 points, although the number of 
responses here was much lower, as many people did not have personal 
experience with regard to these media types.
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Figure 13: The trustworthiness of various media types
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“We are not typical media consumers, these news are not written for us, we read 
them critically. […] They are more for people who don’t really process the news. 
We read the news to get ideas for our own broadcasts, or to pick them up or 
rework them. […] But we know there are portals that probably shouldn’t be taken 
seriously, while the average consumer reads it and may not even look at what 
portal it’s from, but simply take it as fact.”

In other words: I know that other people relate to news in the media without 
criticism, but since taking a critical view is part of my job, this cannot be said of 
me. On the other hand, several people said they struggle because “I can’t decide 
which reports are true in matters of politics.” The result of this usually is that 
“I follow the biggest sites on Facebook and I am not interested in the comments, 
but in how the various portals present the news, what the short description is they 
use to sell it, and I generally read the articles themselves less than these short 
teasers.” However, there were also some people who are interested specifically 
in what their friends comment under the various news articles.

One question that came up was what it depends on whether media consumers 
believe what they read or not. One participant in Eastern Hungary said this in 
response: “I believe it if I read it on a site that belongs to the political side that is 
close to my thinking.” Obviously, the acceptability and the accuracy of the news 
gets mixed up here.
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14. ábra: Médiumtípusok és korrupciós hírek

When focus group participants were asked to rank the various media types by 
the amount of corruption-related news that is published there, online news portals 
came out on top, with an average score of 5.3 points on the 7-point scale. 
Respondents said that local media is the least receptive to these kinds of topics, 
explaining their answer mostly with the fact that these media are in the hands of 
local politics, therefore it is not in their interest to cover corruption news; or if they 
do so, it is mostly in a directed fashion, to discredit a political opponent. Although 
only a few of them read national political dailies, these were ranked in second 
place, as they are aware that uncovering corruption scandals is in theory an 
essential task of this media type.
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The mixed responses indicate that a critical attitude toward the media is only 
sporadically present, or if it is present, the media consumer receives little input to 
help decide what factual content they should attribute to the various reports. The 
other lesson is the combination of news consumption and entertainment: the 
discussions showed a near uniform picture that – unless one’s job does not 
require it – there are no specifically conscious media consumers in the studied 
sample. Respondents get news about public life mostly while using entertainment 
functions, tabloid content, infotainment shows or other online services. Even if 
someone wants to deliberately and directly “consume” news about public affairs, 
it is not easy. A participant in one of the Budapest groups said: 

“Sometimes I get fed up with domestic politics and then I shut out all such news 
for weeks,” and “sometimes I am so fed up that I cannot even go near news 
portals.”
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Sensitivity Towards Corruption Topics  
in View of Media Consumption

Ambivalent feelings surfaced when one of the focus group topics looked at 
participants’ sensitivity to news about corruption. One the one hand, respondents 
condemn large-scale acts of corruption, but on the other, many said they feel 
numbness and apathy when it comes to encountering news about cases of 
corruption.

JOURNALISTS, EDITORS, INVESTIGATIVE REPORTERS

Respondents were split with regard to journalists’ and editors’ bias and their 
exposure to corruption. A participant in one of the Budapest groups (a practicing 
media expert) ranked these two professions at the top of the exposure list, while 
in the eastern part of the country, one participant who works in the industrial 
sector said the following: 

“It is hard to believe that someone can remain completely independent under 
political pressure. And under financial pressure too, since they would like to keep 
working next month as well,” referring to the existential dilemma of news producers 
and editors.

However, while they believe journalists and editors to be biased, the significance 
of investigative journalism was mentioned spontaneously in three out of the five 
groups, noting that this field of journalism should be strengthened. This wish 
came up without exception among those people who pick up printed political-
economic newspapers now and then (as if investigative journalism was a print 
profession).
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The survey study also showed – although not in a statistically significant size – 
that there is a correlation between those that read printed newspapers and those 
who condemn corruption-related news: there is a view that vaguely takes shape 
that the more someone follows print media, the more receptive they are to these 
kinds of news. However, it is unclear which is the cause and which the effect: do 
these people read printed newspapers because they are interested in news 
about corruption, or do they turn toward corruption with more interest because 
they find more detailed news on this topic than they do online? Speaking of online 
media: not one person in either focus group mentioned spontaneously any online 
media that deal with investigative journalism; and even with the moderator asking 
pointed questions, only six were able to mention such media – these were, without 
exception, people who read newspapers.

EXPECTED BUT BIASED NEWS SERVICE 

A feeling of “can’t live with it, can’t live without it” took shape with regard to the 
relationship between the media and corruption in five out of the five groups: the 
news in the Hungarian-language media cannot be trusted at all, but the media 
can help the fight against corruption by continuously reporting on it – said more 
than half of the people in the focus groups who read online news portals. Here we 
again encounter a self-contradiction: the media should deal with corruption news, 
but on the consumer side there is a risk of getting fed up with all these news.

Some typical opinions on news in the media about corruption:

“It happens so much that we feel it is natural for it to be happening.”

“This is how we try to block out reality, because we are unable to accommodate 
it anymore.”

“It is not shocking anymore, therefore the entire thing itself doesn’t stick, just that 
there was another one again.” “[…] there are so many, you can’t even follow them 
all.”
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In both the Kecskemét and Székesfehérvár groups, it was noted: “I am afraid that 
there is a level above which I cannot tell the difference. I cannot tell what the 
difference is between the very big things,” and: “It is hard for the average person 
to separate million-forint scandals from billion-forint ones. And it is all but the 
same for them, thus there is a danger that they won’t care about either.”

Although people expect the media to strengthen their investigative reporting 
activity (see the priority role in the survey assigned to the media in informing the 
voters), the standard of credibility for them sometimes is rather that they encounter 
phrasing in the news that fits into their own worldview. The 53% proportion of 
importance measured in the survey is shaded by a sentiment that was voiced in 
one group: “To decide whether I believe a given report or not, I look at if it is 
presented in a way that fits into my world view.” According to this extremely 
subjectivizing statement, the news is true and the media carries out its role of 
providing informing well if it reports about corruption in a way that the members 
of the audience expect – thus, its role as a provider of information is important, 
but not in its relation to objective social facts, but to opinions. (This aspect was 
analyzed already in the 1960s based on Joseph Klatter’s selective exposure 
theory, see Freedman–Sears, 1965.)

Only six of the young people in the focus groups said that deliberately follow the 
work of online investigative journalists and websites, corruption-related forums, 
Facebook groups and pages. The complex study revealed that it is mostly young 
people who spend more than two hours a day online that are more sensitive to 
corruption topics, although it is precisely in their case as well that the risk of news 
overconsumption and oversaturation is highest. Watching television is the least 
typical for this group of the population. In addition to watching little or no television, 
they are very critical of this media type and corruption news that is presented 
there. They believe online news portals to be the least politically biased among 
Hungarian media.

However, the situation is different with regard to corruption news appearing in 
social media (i.e. in news feeds and on walls): for around 50%, these are the 
primary points of orientation in news on corruption, while the other half regards 
this new media channel as being the least reliable if they want to read about 
corruption.
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LEAKING AND WILLINGNESS TO REPORT

How can the media, and especially the new media mostly used by 18–29 year-
olds, aid in fighting corruption? While “it could even promote corruption through 
the sharing of experiences” (this was a fear voiced by a young doctor from 
Budapest), it is also “like a huge archive: it could help uncover links that would be 
hard to find if information wasn’t so easily available,” as another participant in 
Budapest said. Another group member noted: “It could be important for voters to 
be able to go back after the election period and find those newspaper articles 
that contained investigative elements.” In addition to keeping the issue on the 
agenda, calling attention to it and sharing experiences, the media can also be 
used for sharing evidence confidentially, although young people would use it for 
this only cautiously, very carefully, due to risks to their economical well-being.

“If I could leak something in the interest of the public good in a big case, I would 
do it, but I would look very carefully into its possible consequences,” said a 
member of the group in Kecskemét, explaining how his commitment is mixed with 
caution.

However, the majority opinion shows that people do not believe it is worth it to 
report everyday cases of corruption, while in the case of larger-scale instances 
they feel they are helpless due to a lack of consequences – although in increasingly 
smaller numbers, as the willingness to report corruption has increased since 2012.

It is also the people who spend the most online who are most willing to report 
cases of corruption they experience, although interestingly, they believe their 
report will have little consequence, just like people who do not use the internet as 
much. What new media helps with is alleviating the fear of consequences: among 
those that are ready to report cases of corruption, intensive internet users fear 
possible reprisals the least.

The size and magnitude of the corruption cases presented in the media are hard 
to grasp for the average citizen. It is difficult for them to interpret the abuses of 
hundreds of millions, or billions of forints, that appear in acts of systemic corruption 
(e.g. rigged EU competitions); moreover, the frequency of corruption news fosters 
resistance and apathy in them (according to the measured data, mostly in 
consumers of online and television news), rather than increasing their sensitivity 
toward the topic.
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KNOWLEDGE OF ANTI-CORRUPTION NEW MEDIA PLATFORMS

The main functions of new media in the fight against corruption, according to 
young people, are keeping the issues on the agenda, raising awareness, and 
providing a platform for sharing experiences. In addition, they also said it was a 
suitable platform for publishing evidence anonymously, although they would do 
this only very cautiously, for fear of facing personal reprisals. (In this respect, 
there was no difference between those who spend a lot of time online and those 
who use the internet less or not at all.)  

The study also showed that the numerous new media and technical tools 
(encrypted file sharing systems, anticorruption-oriented groups, investigative 
websites, etc.) can only be successful in raising the awareness of citizens and 
increasing their activity in public life if the experience becomes personal. This 
can be most efficiently achieved, in addition to providing news, through 
gamification, the development of applications and the building of anonymous 
communities.

At the end of the focus group study, the moderator mentioned various online 
platforms that deal specifically with corruption. The awareness of these sites is 
negligible, with only one participant from Eastern Hungary able to list four different 
such portals spontaneously. The whistleblower protection system operated by 
the Office of the Commissioner for Fundamental Rights is totally unknown among 
18–29 year-olds, and in general, they had only superficial knowledge of online 
investigative journalism (see above), corruption-focused forums, Facebook 
groups and pages. Among the latter, one participant from Eastern Hungary 
referred to the “I heard it in Pest” Facebook group more as a platform for “bragging 
about corruption.”

This reflects the fact that the mere existence of the opportunities provided by new 
media is not enough for them to become an efficient tool for fighting corruption 
and strengthening integrity: acquainting people with them is the first step toward 
the target groups starting to also take advantage of these opportunities.
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A Few Conclusions 

The Hungarian population between the ages of 18–29 is increasingly turning 
away from television and toward online news portals and social media when 
trying to stay informed about public affairs, and within that, topics of corruption. 
Although, in their case, gathering information takes place increasingly less in a 
direct manner, and much more “packaged as entertainment.” Most young people 
are aware of the definition of corruption, but in their thinking, smaller-scale 
corruption that takes place in their immediate environment is separate from 
systemic corruption on the level of public life and politics: they are more lenient 
when it comes to the former, they view honest people as less able to get ahead 
on their own, while they are more critical and condemning toward “grand” 
corruption than the adult population as a whole. The majority of young people 
find Hungarian politics to be quite corrupt, and they have a definite negative 
opinion of individual corruption scandals as well. 

In their view, it is mostly the task of the media to inform voters about cases of 
corruption, but they themselves only delve deeper into specific cases if these 
have some kind of influence on their own personal lives. At the same time, a 
welcome development is the increase in the willingness to report acts of 
corruption: compared to four years ago, three times as many say now they would 
report it if they encountered corruption.

The media sources that deal specifically with corruption-related topics, and the 
work done by investigative journalists, are known mostly to those few who also 
read printed media. Watching television is more typical for those with nonactive 
status, students, and people with lower education – these people are also 
demonstrably less sensitive to corruption topics than young people who are 
working and have diplomas. The biggest group, that of people who get their 
information mostly from online media, shows a mixed picture: around half of them 
look at the internet as their primary source of information about public life, while 
half of them also consider the news that appear on social media platforms to be 
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the least credible (even though they come from news portals, which they consider 
to be the second least biased media type). A key factor they noted was the extent 
to which new media can deliver individually tailored corruption topics and news 
to them, which could thereby help increase their civic consciousness.
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